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BHPA Incident Report: GBR-2018-6662
INCIDENT
Aircraft Type:

Aircraft belonging to Pilot A: Paramania GTX wing, size Large.
Manufacturer stated weight range is 70-180kg. Serial number
0614297. Age unknown. Paramotor is a Techno-Fly Octagon 190.
On inspection both wing and motor appeared to be in good condition.
Due to damage sustained in the incident it was not possible to have the
equipment flight-tested.
Aircraft belonging to Pilot B: Ozone Viper 3 wing, size 24.
Manufacturer stated weight range is 95-125kg. Serial number VP324Q-51C-005. Manufacture date Jan 2016. Paramotor is a Cisco 120
engine mounted on a Techno-Fly frame.
On inspection both wing and motor appeared to be in very good
condition. Due to damage sustained in the incident it was not possible
to have the equipment flight-tested.

Certification:

Both wings are load test only.

Location:

Northborough, 8 miles north of Peterborough.

Date and Time:

Monday 7th May at approximately 8.40am.

Type of Flight:

Powered paragliding local flight.

Persons Involved:

Paramotor pilots Pilot A and Pilot B.

Injuries:

Pilot A sustained fatal injuries, Pilot B sustained serious injuries to his
legs and back.

Nature of Damage:

Both aircraft sustained damage consistent with a vertical drop from
height. The glider belonging to Pilot A was further damaged by the
emergency services in their attempts to resuscitate the pilot.

Pilot Rating/Licence:

Neither pilot held a recognised rating or licence.

Pilot Age:

Pilot A – 53. Pilot B – 47.

Pilot Experience:

Pilot A was known by his paramotoring friends to be a regular flyer
with over ten years experience on paramotors. His exact hours are
unknown.
Pilot B has been flying paramotors for five years. He learned with
Lincolnshire Paramotors (no longer operating), and has approximately
120 hours airtime.

Information Source:

Site visit, equipment inspection, Met Office aftercast and witness
statements.

Synopsis

On Monday 7th May 2018 shortly after 8.15am Pilot A and Pilot B
took off on their paramotors from a field off Peakirk Road near
Northborough. Shortly after take-off Pilot A and Pilot B were
involved in a mid-air collision. Their gliders became entangled and
both pilots fell to the ground. Pilot A died from his injuries and Pilot
B was seriously injured.

History of the flight
On Monday 7th May 2018 six paramotor pilots met in Market Deeping before heading on to a take –
off field off Peakirk Road, near Northborough. They arrived at approximately 7.45am and began to
prepare their equipment. The pilots did not have a specific plan other than to fly in the local area
with each other.
Shortly after 8.15am four of the pilots, including Pilot A and Pilot B, took off. The exact order in
which they took off is unclear but it is known that Pilot B took off ten minutes after Pilot A. Two
of the airborne pilots gained height and headed in an easterly direction towards the village of
Crowland. Pilot A and Pilot B remained in the area around take off, waiting for the other two pilots
who were preparing to launch.
Pilot B described how he “… gained height to approximately 100ft and circled the take off, waiting”
for one of the other pilots to launch. He goes on to describe how he watched the other pilot take off
before making a left hand turn in order to make room for the other pilot to ascend safely. On
making the left turn Pilot B immediately found himself on a head-on collision course with Pilot A
with no time to take avoiding action. At approximately 8.40am Pilot A and Pilot B collided and
their gliders became entangled. They fell vertically down from approximately 30 metres above
ground level on to the field from which they had taken off. Pilot B stated that he did not check the
airspace was clear before turning left as he assumed that Pilot A had cleared the area and that he
was therefore the only pilot in the immediate vicinity.
The pilots were attended immediately by the two remaining pilots and the emergency services
arrived shortly after.
Additional information
Weather conditions.
The weather on the day was bright and clear with good visibility and light winds. This was
confirmed by a Met Office aftercast, which summarised it’s finding as follows;
Summary of findings
The charts, forecasts, observations and image included in this report indicate that
weather conditions across the local area were benign. Winds were light, visibilities were
likely moderate or good with no cloud indicated.

Incident site.
The incident occurred in a flat, rural area with a number of farms and small villages (see photo
below). The area would be considered ideal for paramotoring due to the number of potential takeoff and landing areas and, with the exception of Peterborough some 5km to the south, a lack of any
significant built up areas. There is also little in the way of ground based obstructions likely to cause
mechanical turbulence, unless flying at a very low altitude. Any obstructions, mainly in the form of
buildings and trees, tended to be situated along the line of roads heading into and out of local
villages.

Equipment
The aircraft flown by both pilots appeared to be in good condition and of a suitable type for their
respective levels of experience. Both pilots were within the weight range recommended by the
manufacturer for their gliders.
Pilot actions
The Standardised European Rules of the Air (SERA) state the following;
SERA.3205 Proximity
An aircraft shall not be operated in such proximity to other aircraft as to create a
collision hazard.
Pilot B stated that he did not look to check the airspace was clear prior to making the left turn that
brought him on a collision course with Pilot A. However, given the almost immediate collision

after Pilot B made the turn, Pilot A must have been in very close proximity for there to have been
no time for either pilot to take emergency avoiding action.
It is not uncommon for paraglider pilots (both powered and unpowered) to fly in close proximity.
This can be done safely due to the relatively slow speeds of the aircraft. However it does require all
pilots to maintain an appropriate awareness of the location and track of other aircraft in order to
prevent mid-air collisions. In this incident, at least one and probably both pilots were focussing
their attention on activities on the ground. In the close-proximity flying being undertaken above the
take-off area by the pilots, this presented a serious risk of a mid-air collision.
Findings
The Investigation finds that the incident occurred as a result of the pilots concerned failing to keep
adequate situational awareness, given their proximity to one another. This resulted in a mid-air
collision at a height from which recovery was impossible.
Recommendations
None.

